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that they are using a Microsoft Structured Query Language ( SQL ) server on . The novelty is part of Windows 10 and is presented by Microsoft as a
"Microsoft SQL Server" with Active Directory support, without the need to develop new technologies and infrastructure for working with databases.
CYBERServer is based on Qt 4.4, so it belongs to Windows 10 Universal Applications compatible with ActiveX/SharePoint ASP.NET. CYMonet is

based on Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 2013 which supports SQL Spectrum ASP, SQLite3 and Microsoft Socket ASP.NET and
MSSQL for Windows Server and SQL Azure. CYCONet uses a reliable multilingual programming system based on Microsoft SQl Server. CYONet
also supports powerful development tools for Visual Studio 2013 and Visual C++ 2008 and 2012. The product can be used with .NAME files via the

standard .NOEXEC and .COMFIX files via the Visual Common Module (VCM). Cyclone can use XP Environment Plug-In and Windows Runtime to
run. "Microsoft is one of the world's leading manufacturers of software solutions for data processing, and the supply of software is one of our

priorities. With the industry's highest status of "Subsidiary of Microsoft", providing our customers with the best technologies at an affordable price,
we achieve significant growth and growth for our customers," said Bill Burrows, general manager of Microsoft enterprise products. "We are proud to
develop CYNXET and are ready to offer an integrated means of communication, storage and processing in networks of any scale and complexity."
Created a new product for building Hyper-V infrastructure based on Windows Servers 2012 The product is based on Hyperion RS and can run on

both Windows Server and Windows Azures. HyperV combines Windows Serva, Windows Aero, and Windows Workgroup Services technologies so
that every virtual machine in VMware's Hypervisor is a single solution. Hyperv contains specialized modules for configuring, administering and

managing virtual machines, as well as tools for deploying and administering Windows ASP and V
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